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Sampling of Possible Clinics, Workshops and/or Residencies
Clinics and/or Workshops (Partial Listing)
¾ Leader of the Band: Step Beyond the Front Singer Role


¾

Instrumentalist’s Bread & Butter: How to Back a Singer (emphasis on Jazz)


¾

There’s both method and madness to scatting. Learn the technique and then forget it to become
a creative vocal instrument.

How to Sing a Song: Melodic and lyric Interpretation


¾

For instrumentalists _ Learn the subtleties and challenges of successfully backing a vocalist while
still maintaining your highest level of creativity.

Scatting Demystified: Creative Exploration


¾

From preparation to performance and beyond, learn how singers successfully lead the
instrumentalist to perform at peak creativity while everyone has a great time.

This is an advanced level exploration of how to bring out the singer’s creativity and personal style.

Intro to Web 2.0 Tools (Social Networks, Blogs, Twitter, & more) for Marketing &
Promotions




This is an overview of the various tools and how they are being used as the new marketing
paradigm.
This seminar can also be offered online.

Extended Workshops and/or Residencies (Partial Listing)
¾

The Gig Series




¾

A series of four workshops (How to Get the Gig, I Got the Gig – HELP!, The Gig ‐ Part 1, The Gig ‐
Part 2) that will take the singer through the booking, performance, and post evaluation process.
The course includes a live performance by students and instructor.
This course can be modified to fit the specific time frame of the presenting organization.

Creating Your Own Web 2.0 Tools for Marketing & Promotions






This course is designed to teach the beginning student how to use the various new media and
social networking tools. In this interactive course students learn how to join, develop, and
effectively use their own social networking sites such as MySpace, FaceBook, Twitter LinkedIn, and
Blogs to market themselves and their career.
This course can be modified to fit the specific time frame of the presenting organization.
This course can also be offered online.

¾ All That Jazz Performance Program (various levels)
 This comprehensive course combines Vocal Jazz Scat Prep with the Vocal Jazz Performance
Workshop. Using a systematic and fun approach to learning, the student will prepare music for
the performance workshop ‐ key, style, tempo, lead sheets, interpretation and improvisation.
Then the student has an opportunity to expand on those skills in a performance setting. This
course can culminate in a live performance
 This course can be modified to fit the specific time frame of the presenting organization.
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